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DETAILS

Model Name HF�800 2SG

Model Title Two-Speed Cone Wood Splitter � Grapple

Category Cone Splitters

Brand U.S. Pride Products

Description The HF�800 2-speed grapple splitter is a game changer for log handling and

processing. With all the benefits of the HF�800 2-speed cone splitter, this new

machine also comes integrated with a 52-inch rotating grapple, making it a two-

in-one powerhouse. This means that one operator can split, move and position

logs without the need for additional attachments or help from a second machine

and operator. Plus, the rotating grapple brings an added level of convenience,

allowing for 360-degree movement and easy placement of logs for stacking or

further processing in horizontal grinders or chippers. Don't miss out on the

opportunity to streamline your log handling with the HF�800 2-speed grapple

splitter!

PROCESSED MATERIALS

Wood
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KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Carrier Weight 3.5�35 ton

Attachment Weight 2,300 lbs

Cone Size 32" x 16"

Max Split Size Unlimited

Torque 15,000 ft-lbs

OTHER SPECIFICATIONS

Oil Flow Rate 45 GPM

Oil Working Pressure 5,000 PSI

Shaft Diameter 5.5"
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FEATURES

Split & move logs with one

machine!

360 degree rotating grapple

Low noise

16" wide x 32" long cone

Easy to attach

ADD�ONS DESCRIPTION

Post Hole Auger Swap out your cone splitter for the post hole auger attachment & easily dig holes

in the ground. Perfect for those installing fences, placing signposts, or planting

trees. A full range of posthole auger sizes are available depending on your needs.

Trommel Screen This trommel attachment is perfect for screening topsoil & mulch. Simply replace

your cone with this attachment and get screening!

Stump Planer Stump planer attachment for grinding down tree stumps.

FAQ

Can the cone be sold separately? Replacement cones are only available to customers who have bought their cone

splitter through Machinery Partner.
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